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        Smart Home Solutions Using Smart Energy Storage Energy bills usually don’t bring us to tears. However, they’re a current hot subject, and we thought we’d have our friends at Powervault explain how Smart Energy Storage can play an essential role in supplying power to the residence in a low-cost, eco-friendly way. What is Home Energy…
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        Here are our top Tips for reducing energy usage (and spending!) while ensuring your home stays warm and cozy this winter. Doug Stewart of 100Green: “I admit that a few people might think I’m being a bit obvious, but most of us speak the truth but do not follow through. Small things like this can…
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        Electric vehicles (EVs) get more popular because of their lack of tailpipe emissions, their ever-growing range, and the ever-growing access to infrastructure that can accommodate their use. The government is pushing for all new vehicles and cars sold across the UK to be completely electric in 2035. They’re hoping the adoption rate of EV use…
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        At 100Green, we don’t generate our energy. Instead, we are focused on ensuring that all our tariffs offer 100% renewable and green energy produced by domestic and commercial generators throughout the UK. We have cultivated a group of energy producers who are renewable sure of them we have worked with for several years. There are…
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        Sustainability With the climate change agenda becoming a part of the mainstream, society must take action and reduce the carbon footprint of its community. Our CEO, Doug Stewart, answers some of the most frequently asked questions that we receive as the UK’s only provider of 100 green gas and renewable power. Many people are using…
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        Hydroelectric energy is electricity produced using Hydropower, i.e., water. It might sound odd and even a bit risky, perhaps? It’s a renewable and clean energy source that produces about a sixth of the world’s electricity. How Does Hydroelectric Energy Work? Hydroelectric energy is produced through the kinetic energy produced by moving water transformed into electricity.…
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        How Do Wind Turbines Work? Wind Turbines are used to generate energy by using natural renewable sources. They are often portrayed as huge white or grey poles with blades at the top. Somewhat like thin windmills, you can also find smaller models for personal use to power a particular object. The wind can produce electricity…
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        What exactly are Smart Meters, and how do they do this? Simply put, they count the amount of gas and electricity you use and it costs you. The information is displayed on an in-home Display. This new generation of energy meters will eliminate the requirement for readings to be manually submitted to your energy provider.…
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        Making yourself a healthy diet at home is a simple and sustainable activity that we can all take part in. Even if there isn’t space to plant a garden, you could make a salad from your window. Farmers Tom from the community-based charitable organization Garden Army, a community-based charity Garden Army gives us some inspiration…
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        Why would you market gasoline as a green energy business? I’m often asked about this. I answered that we got into gas because of suggestions from our customers that suggested we do so. They informed us that electricity is a cost-effective option for heating space, and they were purchasing and using gas regardless of whether…
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